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Report of Master program of National reform      

in Education 

(Ministry of Education in Japan, MEXT. 2013 October 15th)

The mission is to integrate “Practice and Theory” 

to educate professional teachers.

The keyword is “Action Research”



-Literature Review-

For “Development of Teacher Education in the Global Era”,

in order to integrate between “theory and practice” ,

the important concepts are below.

•Action Research

•Teachers as Researchers

•Lesson Study

•Curriculum Management

•Ed.D.

(American Educational Research Association 2014,

World Association of Lesson Studies 2013, Kuramoto,2014(1))
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What is 

“Action  Research”?

-of the teachers, by the teachers, for the teachers-



“Action Science” was used in individual and organizational learning and the extent

to which human reasoning (Argyris, 1985).

“Action research is a disciplined process of inquiry conducted by and for those

taking action. The primary reason for engaging inaction research is to assist the

actors in improving their action” (Sagor, 2000).

“Action research consists of planned, continuous, and systematic procedures for

learning about your professional practice and trying out alternative practices to

improve outcome” (Whitehead, 2006).

From“Action in Knowledge” to “Knowledge in Action”. This means that it is

important for action researchers to understand the rhetoric of “Reflecting in

Action”（Atkins, L & Wallace,2012）

Moreover, from the perspective of subjective theory, action research has an active

tendency that is based on individual teachers’ personal specific theories and

situational theories derived from their own experiences (Torbert, 2004).

Action Researach



Figure The slippery slope

Nick Johns (2008)

Action Researach
The case study research method as an empirical inquiry that investigates 

a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context; 



Action Research=“of the teachers,

by the teachers,  for the teachers”

AR is the lifelong education 

as professional teachers for themselves.

Keywords are “teacher as researcher”, “EdD style research”. 

Kuramoto 2014



Class DClass CClass BClass A

The same textbooks, teaching materials, 

teaching plans, and  by one teacher.

However, the same results?

Educational
Effectiveness

Very well

Educational
Effectiveness

So so.

Educational
Effectiveness
Not very well

(Tetsuo Kuramoto,2010)



1.Specific (Subjective)concept 

(Each school has own characters.)

Ex, “Cancer” in medical education.

2.General (Objective)concept 

(All kind of schools almost have the same 

tendency.)Ex, Cold medicine

3.Typical (Objective & Subjective)concept 

(The school represents the tendency.)

The Concepts of Action Research

Kuramoto 2014



(Specific & Subjective)
=Actuality/Analyze yourself

(General & Objective)
=Reality

(Kuramoto,2010)

Typical

concept

Action 

Research

Type 2 Action 

Research

Type 1

Action 

Research

Type 3



• Action Research approaches 

objective understanding by 

“triangulation”.

• As result of Action Research 

methodology, the components are 

First-Second-Third person theory.



Action Research/ Self  Analysis                      

Text mining

Captured Keywords 

Special

KJ method

Persistent
Trend of survey

Kawakami 2011



Narrative Report  of Triangulation Action Research Narrative Report  of Triangulation Action Research Narrative Report  of Triangulation Action Research

Categories April 5th (1st Teachers 'meeting 2012) May26th (Lesson Study Reflection meeting ) June 9th (Lesson Study Reflection meeting )

Curriculum Coordinator Curriculum Coordinator

of the Junior High of the Junior High

(First-person) (First-person)

Opinions of Opinions of
positive teachers: positive teachers:

on the meeting from on the meeting from

the CC's perspective the CC's perspective

Opinions of negative

and neutral teachers

Opinions of negative

and neutral teachers
on meeting  from on the meeting  from

the CC's perspective the CC's perspective

  

Curriculum Coordinator Curriculum Coordinator

of the Elementary of the Elementary

(Second-person) (Second-person)
against us, we should just do it, we can do it.

Consideration Consideration

Researcher

(Third-person)

Tetsuo Kuramoto

Researcher

(Third-person)

Tetsuo Kuramoto

As third person (a researcher), I could interpret that the elementary school

principal was very positive and effective for the school integration project.

On the other hand, I am left wondering whether the junior school principal

was good enough or not, for this project.

 （◎）Factors of

School Culture

I told all the teachers that we need to collaborate with

each other in order to integrate our schools. Then, we

need to create our respective school visions  about

how to foster our students from 1st grade to 9th grade,

together.

（★）Factors of

Improving Our

Teaching

I proposed that we should establish common teaching

methods among us for our curriculum sequence

development.

（☆）Factors of

Student

Discipline

The first person realized that we firstly need to establish an effective school

vision for this project in order to integrate our schools as quickly as

possible. The secret key to making a successful project is mainly both

principals' leaderships, because we have very different school cultures from

each other, therefore, we should discuss to overcome our differences.

I also told the teachers that we should share our student

issues, how to understand their feelings, and how to

accept their personalities, then we need to guide them

down the right tracks for their individual futures.

◎The elementary school principal agreed that we needed to be responsible

for all students between his elementary school and my junior high school.

We should integrate our schools in the near future. Therefore, in order to

establish our common school educational goal , we might survey our

school's parents and community's opinions. Firstly ,we need to discuss the

factors of improving teaching and understanding students, this year.

★In the next year, we will have school wide lesson study for all teachers in

our school district. Many teachers will visit to observe our teaching lessons.

Absolutely, we need to develop common teaching methods for ourselves.

☆We should discuss methodologies about how to understand students of all

grades. We want to do that, but we don’t know how yet.

◎We are just fine. We don’t need to try something new. We are already so

busy with everyday things. Plus, I personally don’t understand the reason

for integrating my school and your school.

★You said "we need to understand all students from all grades". However,

this is not realistic . It is impossible. I am comfortable with staying only a

junior school teacher.

☆I told you that school wide lesson study is too much work. We are

already busy enough.

As second-person(the elementary school CC), the teachers' meeting for both

schools was sufficiently successful today. Some of the teachers, including

the principal of the elementary school, had positive attitudes toward the

agendas you presented. It is very natural for some teachers not to smoothly

agree our proposal. In order to reform the school culture, we need to

understand the hesitating opinions of different sides.

☆ We should also understand our respective student

issues, especially 9th grade student issues are very

difficult to manage because of my specialty (this is a 1st

grade teacher). I don't know how to understand their

feelings, or to accept their personalities. To be honest, I

am uncomfortable about this project. Do I need to

transfer to a different school?

Sorry for you, and for me. However, we need to help our

schools' integration. Even though some of them are

I understand the teacher's uncomfortable feeling and

situation. I feel bad about it. Of course, we don't want her

to leave our school. We need to have better leadership for

to secure every teachers' agreement.

Last time, my comment was a type of "just do it" cheer.

However, the dissenting teacher's anxiety is very natural

and important to complete your mission as curriculum

coordinator. I think you need to have individual

discussions with teachers who are against this project.

The first person (the CC) worked very effectively to

improve the project. In order to establish an effective

school vision, it was the right idea to hold a Lesson Study

to reflect themselves, also it is effective to organize

curriculum sequences between schools. However, the

question is still the leadership of both principals. Do they

step back from the project issue on purpose? Can we

believe they totally trust your curriculum leadership?

 The most important issue is to not "forget that the top

leader in your junior high school is the principal". It is

not certain whether he is an excellent boss or not. Still

you need to ask him to help in order to carry on this big

project. The keyword for his curriculum leadership is "Up

& Down Leadership", which combines the"Top Down"

and the "Bottom Up" styles.

I joined the lesson study meeting, and observed them

very well. I agree that some are positive to proceed the

project, and some are still negative. It seems like they

just complain about the burdens of jobs. As curriculum

leader, you need to foster school cultures conducive to

making them collaborate with each other. Remember, the

human resource is the most important factor  for

improving this project.

◎★Some of the teachers who are negative toward schools

integration project said "common teaching methods are

not easy to create for us, because we have different

subject specialties and are teaching different grade

students". "We don’t want to try  something

unrealistic; it is not necessary".

★Both schools have thier own curriculums approved by

the board of education, but the disadvantage of each

curriculum is academically, less of a sequence between

schools. The common teaching method is important.

However, the curriculum sequence development is

even more necessary.

★Since we have our own school skill to develop

experiential curriculum and instruction, we need to have

some common educational goals such as Service-

Learning,  which focus on civic responsibility and self-

esteem. Then , our project development of the common

teaching method and curriculum sequence become

smoother to implement.

◎ The principals demonstrated a new plan to build a

bridge between our schools, because they are within the

same property. He got special budget permission from the

board of education of this school district. Since our school

has external support from the official administration, this

is good news and it makes it easier to have all teachers

motivate to complete our project.

◎after the demonstration, it was very obvious for all

teachers that they must become more serious about the

issues, no matter whether they agreed or not. I think we

should just do it.
★We divided all teachers into 3 teams to make their

educational goals clearer.

★The members of the teams are 1st to 4th grades, 5th to

7th grades, and 8th and 9th grades.

◎ In order to create our school vision, I think curriculum

development theory is the most important factor. So that

we might better understand students' way of thinking

about what to think. Since I could be present on the

issues, It seems  that all teachers could promote their

motivations for "Lesson Study" . In addition, I

suggested a basic format of a common teaching method to

all teachers to reach our school educational goals

regarding students' learning.

★First of all,  establishing common teaching

methods for students'  development  is very

important, because, we need to pay attention to integrate

our schools and curriculum sequences.  For instance,

what about their "problem solving method" in their active

learning?

★Second of all, in the movement of "Back to basics", we

have to improve not only "experiential Education", but

also testing scores, too.



Main Category
Concepts of

Curriculum Leadership
        Typical Episode

Consideration regarding

Curriculum Leadership

Colllaborative School

Culture

The ability of communication,

(facilitateing organizational culture)

At Lesson Study, CC produced

teachers are given learning

opportunities by GTA method to

discuss the school integration issues.

(It is "Transformative Leadership". CC

tried to motivate teacher ’s work ethics

and morale.)

Discussion about support special need

students.

(Necessity of building the school gaol

and vision for student future)

Discussion about the differences

between Elementary and Junio High

Schools.

(Coaching skill for discussion with less

experienced  young teachers)

Criticism against junior high

students.

(The meetings are held by both CCs

more than 30times in the year. Because

both school CCs want to understand

other school.)

The ability of situational adjustment,

(collaborative organizational culture)
Criticism against school integration.

(The necessity of school management

by Up/Down strategies)

Difficulty of making time for meetings

between teachers.

(Distributed leadership is important to

manage, especially curriculum

development and implementation)

Efficiency of meetings.
(CC limited each meeting time within

60 minutes, because it's efficiency.)

Reformative

Curriculum

Development

The ability of curriculum

development, (teaching

professionalism)

Necessary proposal learning method

and student guidance.
(The necessity of creative ideas)

Disagreement against greeting

campaign.

(It has limitations of educational

leadership and supporting leadership)

Importance of collaborative

curriculum design.

(As Curriculum Leadership, CC needs

to have professional ability of

Curriculum design.)

"Large vision" for school integration.

(CC proposed that most important issue

of curriculum management is school

vision.)

Struggle for implement of the project,

because of lack of common sense.

(CC recognized teachers need to be

more honest about their feelings towrd

each other. )

The ability of positive thinking and

attitude, (transformative

organization)

Negative opinions of teachers when

visiting a integreted model school, the

teachers complained it is too high

level for us. Impposible.

We have limitations on the both sides

of soft system and hard system.

Besides, we positively need to organize

the situations by current resources.

The great cultural gap between

schools.

CC emphasized that fostering student

abilities is more necessary.

CC manages to free from  the stress.
Flexible talent to adjust many

situations is important.

(The analysis of Curriculum Leadership’s concepts)



AR process                    Tasks 

part1 
  

Describe 
Address your own practice situated 

context and your original interest. 

Analyze 
Analyze the reason why your practical 

situation happens. 

Theorize 
Theorize your own practical strategies if 

it is effective in your specific context. 

Act 
Implementation according to the 

theories you analyze and theorize. 

part2 
  

Analyze 
Analyze the effectiveness and limitation 

of your practical implementation. 

Design 
Re-design your own curriculum and 

instruction for your situated practice 

with reflections after implementation.  

Theorize 
Theorize your new practical strategies 

after understanding your specific 

context more clearly. 

Act 
Execute for your practice applying to 

your new theorized framework. 

 

Action Research General Process 
Kuramoto,2009



Methodological framework

The project of Schools integration:

Quality Management

Communication Management

Interview

Meta-
cognitive 

lesson study

Quantitative 
data 

Survey for teachers

Survey for parents

Survey for students

Kizato

Case- study

BOARD OF EDUCATION

Micro observationMeta- cognitive LS

Quantitative 

methods 

Qualitative 

methods 

2011

2012

TRANG 2013



Factors Analysis

1 2 3

Q1
.894 .535 .214

Q2 .882 .553 .173

Q12 .871 .407 .125

Q14 .846 .497 .199

Q5 .841 .400 .138

Q16 .840 .452 .223

Q7 .647 .603 .166

Q8 .563 .876 .331

Q9 .374 .845 .143

Q4 .584 .823 .281

Q19 .496 .815 .259

Q12
.151 .120 .828

Q13
.342 .242 .805

Q14 .173 .267 .761

① SHARED

VISION

② PRACTICE OF 

Action Research

③ Lesson Study 

EFFECTIVENESS

2015 teachers attitude (N=98)

1. Action Research

2. School culture

3. Lesson Study

4. Career Development

In order to succeed in SI’s project: 

• Focus on quality-based 

management (effectiveness of 

integration) is necessary.

• Sharing  visions 

(Communication management) 

connects tightly with the actual 

practice.

Factors 1 2 3
1 1.000 .623 .252
2 .623 1.000 .240
3 .252 .240 1.000





Week 5
Picture 1. 





Cording method

資料①参照

Lower category

Higher category



Kuramoto & Huoug 2014



Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Cluster 5 Cluster 6 Cluster 7 Cluster 8 Cluster 9

6-3 beginning Various Care So At all thanks Maybe

Good graduation However Sometimes together more do everyone Trash

impression Dreams Most This year various event with End Class

Three Feeling Think various camp words Volunteer 

work 

experience

Sport

Future Now Class A lot school memories absolute Night hike

Story I Love abuse simple heart experience Volunteer

People different what unpleasant student One

Junior high 

school

All voice important Appreciate

Study time honest In Feeling

Nuisance myself town day First

teacher enthusiasm Friend Previous

Kuramoto baseball Sixth Graduation 

trip

charge Middle 

school 

students





 Step1: Observing the class 

 Step2: Take record the protocol of the teacher and students in the class

 Step3: Transcribe the protocol recorded in the tape

 Step4: Hold a peer conference with educational experts, specialists, 
and the teacher who did the class (from 5 to 10 people)
-Focus analyzing on the chosen student(s), the relationship   
between the chosen student(s) with the teacher and  other  
members. 

-Focus on the educational goals of the class, did the teacher   
involve students in the right way to get the goals

 Step5: Record the speech at the peer conference

 Step6: Transcribe all the recorded speech at the peer conference 

 Step7: Analyze the research based on the transcription of the speech



2.2 The effectiveness of M/S-L found in sample student 1



1. Ball State University (USA. 2013,November)

2. University of Washington (USA.2014,April.)

3. Newman University (UK.2015,March.)

4. University of London (UK.2015,March.)

5. Seattle Pacific University (USA.2015,September.)

6. University of Hawaii (USA, 2016, August)

7. Hawaii Pacific University (USA, 2016, August)

8. American Educational Research Association (USA,2017, April)
‐Carnegie Project on the Education Doctorate (CPED)‐

9. International Service-learning Association (UK,2017,June)

10．Education University  of Hong Kong (HK,2017,July, invited speaker)
- International Postgraduate Roundtable and Research Forum -

11. Colombia University, Teachers college (USA, 2018, March）

Ed.D. investigations





Kuramoto 2008



Z: International aspect

(Export research / Import research)

X: Practice aspect 
(Inductive research / Deductive  research)

Y: Academic aspect 
(Theoretical research /  Empirical research)

XYZ aspects for Action research

Kuramoto 2014



AR/EdD
dissertation 

(Individual 
Research)

Consultation/ 
Collaborative AR

(Third person)

(First person 
research for 

improving our 
practice with others)

First person  
research for 

improving own 
practice

Ed.D. Collaborative AR

Individual AR

Ed.D. Research Circles 

Kuramoto 2014



Chapters Contents The template of the dissertation on action research (Sample) 

Introduction Purpose of 

research 

0.1 Background  

0.2 Research purposes 

0.3 Research Value 

0.4 Research Structure  

Chapter 1 Literature 

reviews 

1.1 Academic Achievement  

1.2 Learner Autonomy  

1.3 Lesson study  

1.4 Blended Learning  

1.5 Technology Without the Knowhow  

1.6 Blended Learning Course Design  

1.7 Gaps in the Research 

Chapter 2 Pre-survey 2.1.1 The subjects    

2.1.2 The course goals  

2.1.3 Course Evaluation  

2.1.4 Vocabulary learning methodology and Learning input  

2.1.5 Student learning process  

2.1.6 Differences in learning styles  

2.1.7 Methods of data collection 

 

Bruce Lander, Ed.D dissertation, 

The Influence of Blended Learning Technology on Contemporary Society



Chapter 3 Main-survey 3.2 Main-study   

3.2.1 The subjects  

3.2.2  Learning Input (Semester 1)  

3.2.3 The learning process (semester 1)  

3.2.4 Learning output (semester 1)  

3.3 Learning input (semester 2)   

3.3.1 Mreader   

3.3.2 Learning process (semester 2)  

3.3.3 Learning output (semester 2)  

3.3.4 In conclusion 

Chapter 4 Results 4.1 Pre-study results  

4.2 Discussion of Quantitative Results  

4.3 Statistical Analysis of Pre-study  

4.4  Survey 2 – after results (post-survey)   

4.5 Qualitative results  

4.6 Main-study results  

4.7 week 5 /Qualitative Analysis (KJ method)   

4.8 Week 10/Qualitative Analysis (KJ method)   

4.9 Week 15 /Qualitative Analysis (KJ method)   

Conclusion Analysis/ 

Discussion 

5.1 Conclusions for research question number 1-5 

5.7 Complications and disputes   

5.8 Limitations and future research  

(Figure 5. The template of a dissertation on action research) 
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1. Minamata disease





Influences of Minamata Disease

Destruction of Nature       Damage to Health       
Extent of Opposition         Prejudice and Discrimination                 
Blame and Slander            Mutual Distrust

Confusion and Collapse of 
Internal Society







Ⅰ. Definition of Minamata-
Learning

Minamata-Learning combines students life issues, which are related to 
Minamata disease, with learning objectives to improve Minamata’s
community. 
This is accomplished by combining service tasks for Minamata with the task 
of self-reflection, self-discovery, and the acquisition and comprehension of 
values, skills, and subject knowledge.
Minamata-Learning is a form of experiential education where learning 
occurs through a cycle of action and reflection, The students work with 
environmental recovery from Minamata disease problems and, at the same 
time, reflecting upon their experience as they seek to achieve real objectives 
for the community and deeper understanding and skills for themselves.

Reference of NYCL home page(Defining Service-Learning)



Student 
Interests

Community 
needs

The Educational Goals of SL

Self-esteem, Civic Responsibility, 

The practice of SL
Evaluation of SL

Students’ Reflection

Academic contents

S

L





Structure of Minamata-Learning●
Expected student's development

( )Minamata Disease=MD

Minamata Resources)( )Academic diciplines 9 years Sequence ③ (

(Collaboration④）（ ②）Integration Minamata-Learning

Subject Contents at Junior High Level ISOsystemfor ecology

Decision-Making Professional for ecology

Planning ability Ecology center( )

IT ability Minamata daycare center( ) Common theme of Minamata-

Cooperation ability MDfire Festival( ) Learning in 9 years

Expression ability Dividing 23 recyclables( )

Identity of Minamata MDhistory museum

Self Esteem Minamata-Learning MDsocial museum

Problem-Solving at Elementary School Level MDstoryteller

Social Performance MDwork Company

Communication MDhospital

Critical Thinking

①● Integration with Minamata Disease







SERVICE-LEARNING

STUDENT NEED

zzzz



SERVICE-LEARNING



  The 10th East Asia International Symposium on Teacher Education, Nagoya, 2015 

International Consortium for Universities of Education in East Asia (ICUE) 
Aichi University of Education 
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Panel Questions: 
Answer questions after the presentations in the panel. statistical information 

will be helpful, for example number of faculty members, student teachers, 

number of employed teachers in japan and annual need of the ministry of 

education for new teachers, etc. 

PCK and comparative teacher education as Interests: 

Since we have already revised our curriculum based on PCK, we are 

interested in comparative teacher education


